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IN FOCUS
Sustainability and ownership of the
technical
assistance
by TRACECA
beneficiaries
The LOGMOS Project is organising a
study tour for TRACECA stakeholders in
the fields of logistics and maritime sector.
Study tour to Europe
The LOGMOS team is organising a study
tour to Belgium and Germany which will take
place on 23-28 June this year.
This five-day study tour is designed for
TRACECA beneficiaries from logistics and
maritime sectors, and aims to present to the
participants state-of-the-art technologies and
container logistics, etc.
procedures in the field of maritime transport
and logistics processes applicable for The LOGMOS team will also use the
opportunity to present to the stakeholders
TRACECA.
the LOGMOS master plan connecting this
Participants will be offered tailored site visits
with the goals and objectives of the study
and workshops at the ports of Duisburg and
tour.
Antwerp to meet representatives of maritime
and logistics industry, gain a better insight The fact that now representatives of the
into the West European best practice and new generation of transport professionals
exchange views and experiences and with participate in the LOGMOS study tour is
an excellent example of the sustainability
their counterparts in Germany and Belgium.
of the EU technical assistance to
Besides, a training programme in corridor
TRACECA countries, and ownership
logistics has been elaborated for TRACECA
demonstrated by beneficiaries.
counterparts. The applied training will be
delivered with support of the leading logistics LOGMOS Master Plan – State of play
initiatives and institutions, and global market
The LOGMOS team continued working on
logistics players active in TRACECA.
the development of the LOGMOS master
The training will focus on the international plan and case studies. A master plan
corridor references in terms of a concept was elaborated in stakeholder
comprehensive logistics programme as consultations and reflects the vital points
integral part of the master plan. This includes of TRACECA corridor development in
various aspects of the development of logistics and Motorways of the Sea
logistics networks as crucial components of dimensions.
international transport corridors. Participants
The MCA methodology for pilot projects
will share EU best practice and practical
was agreed upon already during the first
examples of activities aimed at the promotion
year of project implementation, and the
of regional logistics networks, regional and
MCA for selected pilot projects has been
bilateral
cooperation
mechanisms,
recently finalized.
coordination and networking between project
owners and stakeholders, cargo distribution Case studies for the Block Container train,
networks, intermodal transport, pilot projects the road access to Zvartnots Airport
on modal shift from road to rail transport, Logistics Centre, potential of Dnieper,
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potential of Danube, Ukrainian
potential were completed.

transit

Thematic reports for all of transport modes,
shipping and multimodal capabilities are
being elaborated to become part of the
LOGMOS master plan.
Support to regulatory adjustments
The project carried out an assessment of
the maritime and intermodal legislation in
beneficiary
countries.
The
related
considerations will be included the master
plan. The project suggested a monitoring
mechanism for regulatory adjustments,
which is also incorporated in the action
plans and will be included in the master
plan.
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